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bikes. In , Honda released a more modern model with the same name. The style was said to be
influenced by a brief European trend toward a smooth and completely enclosed fairing such as
in the Ducati Paso. The CBRF2 was made from to It was introduced to replace the original CBRF
Hurricane and was considered one of Honda's most modern and innovative sport bikes.
Hurricane LPL Ishikawa led the development of the new bike, known internally as MV9 but also
called the F2 [ citation needed ] , an alphanumeric that led to its official [ citation needed ] name:
CBRF2. The F2's development began with meetings to discuss concepts and sketches for the
new bike. A few months later, an F2 prototype was produced. Painted black, the bike looked
faster and sleeker than the more blocky first generation bike and test results were superior: few
motorcycles in the s had the performance ability of the F2. It replaced the F2, and was produced
from to It had a modified engine, ram-air intake and cartridge forks. The and models also came
with a deeper oil pan, sleeker tail fairings, seat and taillight, and a revised engine head netting
about a 3. The CDI and ram-air system were also revised to allowed for smoother throttle curve
over the â€” models, which could sometimes be jerky. The last made models came with another
revised engine head which resulted in a slight power gain. In , it was replaced by the CBRF4 [
citation needed ]. The CBRF4 was produced between and It is the last of the CBR series of
Honda sport bikes to be carbureted. An aluminium twin-spar frame which reduced frame weight
was used, and the engine crankcase was designed to share the swingarm pivot. Through a
reduction of internal friction and weight, combined with larger valves, shorter stroke and a
bigger bore, higher revs were enabled. The spark plug caps had ignition coils built into them.
Slightly larger carbs were added and the oil cooler was now located by the oil filter. The CBRF4i
was produced from to The upgraded F4i is a modified F4 with numerous engine, chassis and
bodywork changes. The F4i's taillight is smaller with a new dual-bulb configuration. The F4i had
a new dash layout with a large analog tachometer. The new LCD digital display had a
speedometer, odometer, clock, engine temperature read-out, amber shift light and trip meters.
In a number of countries, the bike was sold in both the "normal" and "Sport" variants, the Sport
having a two-part seat, no grab rail and no main stand though the main stand mounting holes
remained. Fuel injection allows for more precise fuel metering and delivery over a wider rpm
range, while providing better throttle response and reducing emissions. Each injector has four
nozzles, and together the injectors add up to 3. The weight of the wheels was reduced. But
stopping power still was not on par with other bikes in the class. There is additional bracing on
the steering head for more response, better feedback and feel from the front end. The
suspension has also been tweaked with less high-speed damping and a little more low-speed
damping with the shock and fork being more street-bias. Additional engine changes include a
lighter camshaft sprocket and increased valve spring pressure two springs per intake valve
which allow for higher revving. There are new piston rings that slide with less friction and
increased internal engine oil flow. Also, there are now two valve springs inner and outer on the
intake side instead of the single item that resides on the exhaust side. The turn stalks are
shorter and the mirrors are now positioned higher and closer to the rider. The elimination of
carburetors allowed for a slightly larger air box and a larger 4. And a fuel consumption of It
continues the legacy of the CBR-F line. It featured an Arrow titanium exhaust, Progrip handlebar
grips, a rear hugger, single seat cover and an LCR sticker kit as well as combined braking and
ABS. It also retains a similar relaxed seating position to minimise rider fatigue. It is
manufactured in Thailand by A. It was released in alongside its naked sibling, the CBF. And like
the F2, it has a steel twin-spar frame. The front headlight design is updated with a LED -type
light. The side fairing has also been updated. The Nissin brake calipers has also been revised.
In , the bike was succeeded by the CBRR. All specifications are claimed by the manufacturer [
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Brand New Battery. Freeway driven as a commuter bike. Original Owner. Rear Trael4. Model
CBRF3. Model CBR F3. Amazing, incredible, this can't be a These are some of the thoughts that
may come to mind the first time you flick Honda's F3 into a corner or wick it through the gears.
For , the Japanese manufacturers have pulled out the stops, once again, to redefine the
performance envelope for cc sportbikes. The F3s overall package is so good that's it's darn
hard to make it do anything wrong on the street. It will make you appear to be a better rider than
maybe you actually are. If you can't ride this bike well, you simply can't ride well. There are
simply no viable excuses when riding Honda's F3. Be sure to visit brennys dot com to see this,
and other motorcycles and ATVs! We are your one stop store for your all your powersport
needs!! I drove the bike up and down and around the neighborhood and the everything works
great no problems what so ever. It's a very nice comfortable bike and fun to ride. Please don't
call with way crazy offers I don't need to sell the bike to pay my bills. I have a pick up truck and I
can deliver for a small fee. Ive had this bike a little over a year. Put a new sprocket and chain on
it, it has some plastic damage from the previous owner. Bike runs great and tags are current
obo Call or text Tags: honda, suzuki, yamaha, kawasaki. Only 9, miles on it, excellent condition,
limited edition Smokin Joes body. Model Cbr F3V. Only total Smokin Joe's were ever produced,
of them were produced in They are identical in every way to a regular F3, except for the paint
and decals. This bike was bought in Texas, so it is a state model without the extra California
emissions restrictions. However, it is legal and licensed here in California. I am selling this bike
because I never get to ride it anymore and I figure someone might as well get to enjoy riding it. I
am the original owner and have maintained it meticulously. Its kept on a battery tender in my
garage and has been cranked on a regular basis despite the fact its not ridden much anymore. I
have all the maintenance records where outside maintenance was done, and receipts for a lot of
the work I did myself. The bike has been kept waxed, has a magnetic tank protector which has
protected it from scratches from buttons, zippers and belt buckles. Additionally, I never used a
key-chain with it so the triple-tree is completely unscratched. The bike is not perfect: there are a
few scratches on the left fairing and stator cover where the bike tilted over once while parked.
Its pretty minor compared to an actual drop at speed, but they are there as shown in the
pictures. You won't find another Smokin Joe in this condition with this few miles on it at this
price. I will throw in the Honda maintenance manual and even a carb sync adapter if you are
interested. Well maintained. A few scratches in the fairings and exhaust pipe and a few rock
chips on the front fairing. Love this bike and really care none to sell it. Figured I'd just test the
waters. No issues with this bike. So seeing how I'm testing waters and don't really even want to
sell it, no low balls do not waste your time, or mine. I bought this bike a couple years ago as my
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t bike, and it has been great. I'm ready to upgrade to a dresser, so would like to move this on
before I make my next purchase. I replaced both tires this spring. I also put in a new battery, and
about 2 months ago replaced the seals and gaskets on the left side to resolve a small oil leak.
Runs and rides great! Cobra exhaust and jet kit. This is a ridden bike and shows signs of being
ridden. Still riding it about every day. This would be a great first bike for someone. The pictures
pretty much say it all, but please let me know if you have any questions. Bayfield, CO.
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